The perfect plan for mothers in ministry

Benefits for Life provides you with disability and life insurance protection throughout your church service, then lifetime income in retirement. So you know your daughter’s cared for and, God willing, you can retire with time to enjoy HER children.
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Through the Years

A conversation with professor Wayne Ward

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Many have passed through the doors of the 150-year-old Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. However, Dr. Wayne E. Ward, 87, has spent much of his long life in a close relationship with Southern Baptists’ oldest ministerial training ground.

He held the prestigious Joseph Emerson Brown Chair of Christian Theology — named for the former Governor of Georgia whose generosity saved the school during Reconstruction and now held by current seminary president Albert Mohler.

A respected Bible teacher and preacher, Ward remains an active member of Louisville’s Crescent Hill Baptist Church.

Baptists Today editor John Pierce paid a visit to Godfrey Avenue — which runs alongside the seminary campus — where Ward has lived since 1953. This conversation is adapted from that interview.

BT: How did your relationship with Southern Seminary begin?

WEW: As a boy in the ’20s, I came up here several times with Dad who was the seminary’s attorney. They were in the process of moving from downtown [Louisville] out to here.

Then Dad was director of a (summer-long) Bible conference in Missouri led by the seminary faculty. We had musical groups; it was quite a thing.

[President E.Y.] Mullins would often come home to Crowley’s Ridge with us on the weekends.

After Mullins died, they called [John R.] Sampey out of retirement to be president in 1929 — just before the Great Depression. He hung in there all through the ’30s.

Sampey came home with us once and asked my mother: “Where did you get those green beans? They are delicious.”

We owned a whole city block and grew them right outside.

“Our faculty, we can’t pay them,” Sampey said. “Students are hungry.”

So she organized the women in the association. They sent [canned beans and other food] by the truckload up here.

BT: Who were some of the early influences on your spiritual life?

WEW: Very early on, the biggest influences were people who came to our church for revivals: Mullins, Sampey and J. McKee Adams.

The pastor that shaped me more than any other was Willie Chadwick, although he was a dyed-in-the-wool “Trail of Blood” Baptist successionist. He said it over and over: “Jesus was a Baptist. Read the Book. He was baptized by a Baptist preacher.”

He influenced my style of preaching. As a boy, he started me reading Hurlbut’s Story of the Bible. In the most eloquent, simple English, it tells every story.

[Chadwick] was a teaching pastor and he would bring in some of the most wonderful Bible teachers and preachers. I learned that there are themes in the Bible.

The worst thing you can do is to carve the Bible up into verses as if they have a life of their own. The paragraph is the most important punctuation we have.

The Hebrew and the Greek texts, they wouldn’t even divide between the words — but you could see where the paragraphing is. The paragraph is the most important unit of thought.

My parents, of course, were a great influence. My mother was the conservative in our family. My dad liked Harry Emerson Fosdick.

And Dad went over to the Scopes Trial in Dayton, Tenn., in ’25 because he was such a fan of Clarence Darrow — whom he had gotten to know while studying in Chicago. Dad thought William Jennings Bryan made a complete ass of himself.

He came back and said: “The Bible had a poor defender today, son. Clarence Darrow just tied him in knots.”

In 1925, Mullins was the [seminary] president and led the fight over Darwinism. He had developed what he called “theistic evolution” — the process of development but God was very much in charge of it.

Now [current Southern Seminary president Al] Mohler won’t have that one bit. They go up to the Creation Museum [in Northern Kentucky] and are serious about it. Yet they walk around on this 200-million-year-old Devonian limestone.

Every time they build a building over there they have a big cost overrun. The engineer on this latest building even talked about having to blast through “Devonian limestone.” He used those words. It was funny.

Can you imagine them, seriously, taking students up there [to the Creation Museum] to show them men riding dinosaurs with bows and arrows? It is funny, funny, funny.

BT: How did your call to ministry occur?

WEW: I was carrying the load of Dad’s hopes that I would carry on the Ward, Ward and Ward Law Firm. Dad and all of his brothers were lawyers and judges.

Uncle Lee — who ran for governor of Arkansas — came close to losing his life over defending the right of those [black] kids — the Little Rock Nine as they are called — to go to school. That put a mark on me.

I thought that if I was a lawyer, I could go to bat for [racial equality]. The law was already there. I did have some second thoughts.
It’s like I said to a young doctor in my church once: “Doc, I wish I could help people who are suffering like you do.”
He said: “Preacher, I’m going to lose every one of my patients eventually. What I do for them is temporary. What you can do for them is for eternity. Don’t belittle what you can do for them.”

**BT: So where did you attend college?**

**WEW:** I started at Ouachita in 1938. But, that year, Dad lost the only election he ever lost — for circuit judge.

Sometime near the end of my freshman year, ’38-’39, he called and said: “Son, I’m going to have to have your help … I’ve got debt from the campaign.”

I was trained in shorthand and worked as a court reporter. So I dropped out — but went back the next year and met sweet little Mary Ann Heath.

**BT: Your wife-to-be?**

**WEW:** For 65 years. She died Thanksgiving ’07.

In college, I was already flying in the Navy Reserve. I had learned to fly on crop-dusters down in the boot-hill of Missouri. Dad and his brothers owned a Delta Flying Service.

[The college] had an ROTC program for the Navy. I had several flights out to the Pacific in training, but came back and finally graduated — right during the war.

**BT: Were you planning to go into the Navy after graduation?**

**WEW:** I came up here to the seminary on the 7th day of February in 1942 — just two months after Pearl Harbor. I stayed in one of these apartments and went down into the basement.

There were a few of those jars still left of my mother’s green beans and black-eyed peas.

[President] Sampey would meet college seniors — from all over the nation and several foreign students — down at the old Broadway Baptist Church where they also had graduation before the seminary chapel was built.

He said to us: “How many of you young gentlemen are married?”

Out of the 350 or so, only two or three hands went up. I was engaged to Mary Ann already, but not married.

“All right, I’ll let you young gentlemen who are married enroll,” he said. “The rest of you, go over there and stop Hitler.”

That day, I stopped off in Memphis on the way home and upped my reserve status to active duty. In May, when I finished my senior year, I went into active duty.

**BT: That was quite a charge Sampey gave.**

**WEW:** Yes, and when I got back from the Navy, Sampey was still living. I loved that man, though he was a cranky old guy.

Mullins Hall had one telephone right there by the entrance. The guy who lived in the room by the telephone got his room and board by answering the telephone and keeping records.

He got to where he’d say, “Sampey’s Mule Barn,” when he answered the phone.

One day, there was a long pause and then a gruff voice said: “Do I hear one of my jackasses braying?”

[Sampey] welcomed me back in early 1946. I had two or three visits with him before he died.

I was called as pastor of Finchville — really, its name is Buck Creek Baptist Church of Jesus Christ at Finchville.

**BT: Did you stay in Louisville from then on?**

**WEW:** Mary Ann and I volunteered for missions. I wanted to go to Japan where I had lived at the end of the war. I was there on the day of surrender in 1945.

When it came time to graduate with my first [seminary] degree in 1949, we had a saying: “Those who can go out and preach; those who can’t stay and teach.”

But Mary Ann and I took our physical exams for the Foreign Mission Board, and she didn’t pass. She had problems from tuberculosis as a child and some serious problems with one eye.

See WARD page 14 ➔
We’re seeing an increase in the number of families that might cite moral and religious instruction as one factor but not the overriding one.”

—Ian Slatter, spokesman for the Homeschool Legal Defense Association, in a U.S. News & World Report article revealing that homeschooling has surged by 74 percent over the past eight years to 1.5 million children including a growing number of non-evangelicals

“Prayers offered at public events … are prelude to something else that is the main event. If Jesus is right and prayer is actually a conversation we can have with God, then we have no business reducing it down to the level of a starter pistol at a foot race.”

—Jim Evans, pastor of First Baptist Church of Auburn, Ala. (ethicsdaily.com)

“We can be good Baptists and hold to church-state separation without being sectarian Scrooges — without saying ‘Bah, humbug’ to every ceremonial expression of popular religious concern.”

—Robert B. James, professor emeritus at the University of Richmond and research professor at the Baptist Theological Seminary of Richmond (ethicsdaily.com)

“I think it’s like Marines who take a beach. They’ve always got to be taking a beach. They don’t make good occupiers. They always have to keep pushing.”

—Pastor Rick White of People’s Church in Franklin, Tenn., on the fundamentalist Southern Baptist leaders he previously supported during the so-called “conservative resurgence” (The Tennessean)

“There are crises banging on the door right now, pawing at us, trying to draw us off our ethical center — crises that tempt us to feed the wolf of vengefulness and fear.”

—Sharon E. Watkins, president of the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), urging President Obama to “listen to the better angels of your nature” in her sermon at the Washington National Cathedral interfaith service Jan. 21 (RNS)

“It’s been my hope as your pastor for the 18 months I’ve been here that this wound would heal and we wouldn’t have to revisit the unpleasant parts of our past, but unfortunately this week we’ve had to do that. The wound will not always be with us; the wound will not always define us.”

—Brady Boyd of New Life Church in Colorado Springs Jan. 25 acknowledging another sex scandal involving former pastor Ted Haggard that resulted in the church’s insurance company paying a settlement to a young man who claimed to have had a sexual relationship with Haggard (RNS)

“We Christians should take an honest look at what it is we think qualifies a person to lead. I sometimes wonder if one of the problems of modern Christianity is that we have created such a false sense of super-spirituality that we succumb to a certain mode of pretending that we never struggle.”

—Pastor Wade Burleson of Enid, Okla., blogging at keruuschaaris.blogspot.com about leadership in light of the Ted Haggard tragedy

“Just as the church made a horrible mistake several centuries ago insisting that the earth is flat, I think the church may make a major mistake in our generation saying that sexuality should be this and nothing else.”

—Former president of the National Association of Evangelicals, Ted Haggard (ABC News)

The numbers of survivors are decreasing, but those who are remaining are all getting older and sicker, and as they age, their needs become greater.”

—Hillary Keeler-Godin, spokeswoman for Claims Conference that assists Holocaust survivors with health-care needs (RNS)

“In the news, 25 years ago . . .

By a vote of 210-113, messengers to a called meeting of the Chicago Metropolitan Baptist Association rejected a motion to disfellowship Cornell Baptist Church for calling a female pastor, Susan Lockwood Wright.

—SBC Today, March 1984

“How meetings are run, how new leaders are apprenticed, how the books are kept, how communication is structured, how events and programs are implemented and evaluated — all of this is crucial to congregational life, but rarely understood as ministry.”

—Louis B. Weeks, author of the Alban Institute book, All For God’s Glory: Redeeming Church Scutwork (Christian Century)
We have all driven by churches with “Everyone Welcome” emblazoned on a sign — knowing good and well that not everyone is welcomed there. Honesty should have compelled them to add: “… that is, everyone just like us.”

Despite the wide embrace of Jesus, often those who claim his name are among the most exclusive, divisive, inflexible and punitive people toward those who do not share their habits and certitudes.

In other words, if not careful, churches and church-related groups can resemble childhood clubhouses.

The mentality of exclusivity is the same — although clubhouse doors tend to be more honest in their intent: “Keep out!” “No girls allowed.”

For example, the Georgia Baptist Convention has become a clubhouse with all the marks of adolescent immaturities. Some preacher-boys who like to make rules now guard the clubhouse door.

They pick fights with those who have no interest in their childish squabbles and don’t even clinic their fists in response — such as the First Baptist Church of Decatur, Ga. (See story on page 12.)

The church simply — and as Baptists churches have done for centuries — called the pastor they genuinely believed to be God’s choice for them. In this case, they were led — even to the surprise of the search committee — to a gifted pastor who happened to be a woman.

But this made the guardians of the Georgia Baptist Clubhouse real, real mad. So these boys huddled in secret — with their clubhouse door locked — to devise punishment.

They didn’t talk to the Decatur congregation or to the pastor about the prayerful process that led to her being called as pastor. They didn’t consider the effective ministries being carried out by members of that historic church in their diverse community.

Such information gathering — or even simple courtesy — is not part of the clubhouse culture.

Rather, angry boys prefer to make rules and stew over how to respond to those who don’t think and act just like them.

They are petty — and continually punitive toward those who don’t toe their well-drawn line.

The Georgia Baptist Convention claims to be “a living partnership of churches growing in grace, strengthening one another in faith and working together in obedience to the Great Commandment and the Great Commission of Jesus Christ.”


Churches and associations of churches — regardless of their size, location or theological bent — must always be on guard against creating a clubhouse culture.

Wisely, pastor Julie Pennington-Russell, in a church newsletter column, advised the Decatur, Ga., congregation she leads: “May God save us from the deadly notion that this church exists to provide goods and services for eligible ‘members.’”

She is right. The Christian calling is not about guarding our doors but getting out of them.

However, fundamentalism lends itself so well to this us-versus-them mentality destined to build walls. It is driven by fear of anyone or anything outside the clubhouse doors.

Fundamentalists fear Darwin, diversity, sociological changes, religious pluralism and anything that does not fit with their cemented conclusions about God.

“Different” and “enemy” are the same word to them.

The sign or slogan may say, “Welcome” — but you have to know the code, speak the language, sign the statement and earn your way in.

The warm embrace of the Gospel gives way to cold, harsh exclusivity.

God alone is not judge. Others — who act as though they have equal insight into the ways of God — have volunteered to assume that role.

There are no divine mysteries to explore with wonder and humility. The divine has already been captured and codified in doctrinal principles to which everyone must adhere.

Therefore, guardians of the fundamentalist clubhouse grant and withhold admission — based on how much one resembles them. There is no room for growth — and, to their great relief, no fear of change.

For many of us, however, following Jesus — though a constant challenge — has great appeal. Joining an exclusive club — of any kind — does not.

But apparently there are still many who like or at least tolerate the Baptist clubhouse. Be warned: you should knock before entering, BT
‘STREET QUESTIONS ABOUT BAPTISTS’
Editor’s note: This is the third article in a series titled “Street Questions about Baptists,” in celebration of 400 years of the Baptist movement.

‘Seriously, do Baptists ordain women or not?’

Like most questions that are asked about what Baptists “do,” the answer to this question about ordination is yes, they ordain women — and no, they don’t ordain women.

Some Baptist denominations and individual Baptist churches have ordained women, both as ministers and as deacons, for well over a century. Other Baptist denominations and churches either oppose the practice or have not given much thought to the ordination of women.

Tracking numbers in Baptist life is a nearly impossible task, so exploring the stories of what Baptists have done is much easier than finding reliable statistics.

One of the earliest ordinations of a Baptist woman occurred around 1877. That year, Lura Mains was listed as a minister in the annual reports of two Michigan Freewill Baptist churches, indicating that she had been ordained. Three years later, Mains organized and then served as pastor of a Freewill Baptist church near Batavia station in Branch County, Mich.

Northern Baptists (now American Baptist Churches USA) began ordaining women ministers as early as 1882. That year, on July 9, May C. Jones was ordained by the Baptist Association of Puget Sound in Washington.

Apparently, her ordination caused quite a controversy. Opponents charged that Jones’ church, First Baptist Church of Seattle, had not properly requested ordination from the association or scheduled an ordination council. Instead church delegates, while their pastor was in Europe, had proposed to the association meeting on July 9, 1882, that Jones be ordained that very day after the close of the official meeting.

Participants at the meeting who were offended by the proposal walked out, leaving only those supporting Jones’ ordination to vote on the recommendation.

Following her ordination, Jones served briefly as interim pastor of First Baptist Church of Seattle and, beginning in 1883, was pastor of six Baptist churches, sometimes serving two or three churches simultaneously.

Available statistics demonstrate that the number of Northern Baptist ordinations of women ministers remained low, with only 16 women being ordained between 1882 and 1920. Finally, in the 1970s, the numbers of ordained women began to increase after American Baptists in 1965 adopted a resolution affirming the equality of women and advocating the ordination of women.

Yet, despite the fact that American Baptists have ordained thousands of women ministers, the overall percentage of women serving as pastors of ABC churches is in the single digits. In 2006, 403 women served as pastors and co-pastors, but they made up only 7.5 percent of all ABC-USA pastors.

Southern Baptists did not ordain women until 1964. That year, on Aug. 9, Watts Street Baptist Church in Durham, N.C., ordained Addie Davis. Despite the support of the Watts Street congregation and the recommendation of the ordination committee, many persons opposed the ordination.

The church’s pastor, Warren Carr, received nearly 50 letters criticizing him and the church. Davis also received letters, some from as far away as California.

A Richmond, Va., man demanded, “Renounce your ordination!” Another man addressed her as “a child of the Devil.”

Davis never answered the letters but instead spent her time seeking a church to pastor. Not finding a willing Baptist church in the South, she moved to Vermont and then to Rhode Island and was pastor of American Baptist churches in those states.

From 1964 to 1997, Sarah Frances Anders, now distinguished emeritus professor of sociology at Louisiana College and longtime keeper of statistics and information about Baptist women, documented 1,225 ordinations of Southern Baptist women, an average of 37 per year. Since 1997, the number of ordinations of Baptist women in the South has increased slowly each year, with the most increases occurring in the last 15 years as the new moderate Baptist bodies have been established.

In 2007, 73 women reported having been ordained by Baptist churches affiliated with the Alliance of Baptists and the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship. As of 2008, more than 2,000 Baptist women in the South had been ordained.

Only about 600 women are currently serving as pastors or co-pastors of Baptist churches throughout the United States. The great majority of these female-led churches are affiliated with the American Baptist Churches USA, but 113 of them are affiliated with the Alliance of Baptists and/or the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship.

The great majority of ordained Baptist

---

Pamela R. Durso is associate executive director-treasurer of the Baptist History and Heritage Society based in Atlanta. She also serves as the treasurer of Baptist Women in Ministry.
women are not pastors but are hospital and military chaplains, church staff ministers, missionaries, mission organization leaders, college and seminary professors, and social ministry leaders. The ordination of these women is reflective of the late 20th-century trend of ordaining ministers who serve in positions other than the pastorate.

Historical records indicate that women ministers have been around for a long time, and ordinations of women to the gospel ministry by Baptist churches can be traced back over 130 years. But the other reality is that many Baptists do not endorse this practice.

In the 2000 Baptist Faith & Message, Southern Baptists spelled out their opposition to the ordination of women as pastors. The policy of the National Baptist Convention of America, the second largest African-American Baptist denomination, is to not ordain women as ministers. Thus, ordained women ministers are still a rarity in much of Baptist life.

Ordained women deacons are another part of this story. Some Baptist churches have ordained women deacons for a long time. In 1920, First Baptist Church of Ahoskie, N.C., became one of the earliest Southern Baptist churches to ordain women as deacons.

That year, the church voted to solve the problem of an extremely large diaconate by asking all the deacons to resign (an interesting model that may appeal to a good many Baptist churches). The next month, the church elected nine new deacons, seven men and two women, and for the first time, women served as deacons in the church. The number of women increased quickly.

By 1929, four women were serving in the diaconate. In 1955, the Ahoskie church voted that women should make up at least 30 percent of the deacon body.

The Ahoskie situation, however, was unusual among Southern Baptist churches. According to Baptist historian Leon McBeth, only 200 to 300 SBC churches had women deacons by 1973. The majority of those churches were in Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and Texas.

In 1976, 57 Virginia churches had women deacons. That number increased to 150 in 1984 and to 363 in 2000. While the number of churches ordaining women as deacons has continued to increase, the overwhelming majority of Baptist churches continue to exclude women from the diaconate.

American Baptists, on the other hand, have long had women serving in the diaconate. These women serve on equal footing with male deacons, but ABC-USA churches generally have not ordained their deacons, female or male. Many African-American Baptist denominations have deaconesses who serve as female assistants to the male deacons. The men are generally ordained, while the women are dedicated.

In 2009, as Baptists celebrate the 400th anniversary of their founding, a wide variety of belief and practice has developed with regard to women’s ordination. Some Baptist churches freely ordain women as deacons but have never ordained a woman minister. Some Baptist churches adamantly oppose any ordination of women.

Some Baptists churches have ordained women ministers but do not have women serving in their diaconate. And some Baptist churches ordain women as ministers and deacons. As is true in almost all areas of Baptist life, diversity of thought and practice abounds. BT
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BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — More than 1,000 people assembled in Birmingham, Ala., Jan. 31 for the first regional gathering of the New Baptist Covenant. The event, which was held at the historic 16th Street Baptist Church, St. Paul’s United Methodist Church and the Birmingham Civil Rights Institute, occurred on the one-year anniversary of the Celebration of a New Baptist Covenant, which drew more than 15,000 Baptists in Atlanta.

The New Baptist Covenant is an informal alliance of more than 30 racially, geographically and theologically diverse Baptist organizations from throughout North America that claim more than 20 million members.

The organizations have united around the shared vision found in Luke 4:18-19, where Jesus declared his intention to bring good news to the poor, release for the captive and sight for the blind.

“This morning I come representing Maranatha Baptist Church in Plains, Ga.,” said former President Jimmy Carter in the morning keynote address. “I speak to you as a deacon, Sunday school teacher and husband of the most active deacon.”

Carter said: “There is no way for us to avoid Jesus’ emphasis on the poor, the blind, the oppressed.”

In the afternoon worship session, participants heard from Marian Wright Edelman, founder of the Children’s Defense Fund, and Wayne Snodgrass, pastor of Progressive Union Baptist Church of Huntsville, Ala.

“The real challenge is ‘What do we do after the benediction?’” Snodgrass said. “Where do we go from here?”

In her impassioned plea to the audience to seize the moment of administration change to bring about improvements in the lives of impoverished children, Edelman called for universal health care for children, enhancements to education, increased involvement in the lives of children by responsible adults and churches reaching beyond their doors into their own communities to come alongside children who need love.

“I know if Dr. King were here today he would say ‘let’s start a movement to liberate the poor children’,” Edelman said. “This is a biblical moment of transformation. That we will stand here and answer the call.”

Arthur Price, pastor of the historic 16th Street Baptist Church, and Gary Furr, pastor of Vestavia Hills Baptist Church, served as co-chairs of the event’s steering committee, which also included pastors and lay leaders from across Alabama, Mississippi and the Florida panhandle.

“Can you imagine that 45 years ago, people used to gather here to strategize on how to put an end to racial inequality?” Price said during the morning worship at the 16th Street Baptist Church, where four African-American girls were killed by a Ku Klux Klan bombing in 1963.

“Imagine that 45 years ago this window to my left where Jesus is knocking on the door, the face of Christ was blown out. I believe that God was telling us back then, as he is telling us now, that we are more united than we are divided.”

Furr echoed the call to unity and spoke of the growing friendship between his congregation and Price’s.

“The New Baptist Covenant begins with common worship, which will grow into fellowship, which will grow into friendship, which will grow into possibilities we have not yet dreamed,” said Furr. “This is a new day. We want to be a part of people joining hands.”

The event also included 14 breakout sessions, which focused on the Luke 4 mandate of good news for the poor. Music and theme interpretations were provided by a mass choir that included the Birmingham Chamber Chorus and local church choir members, the Magic City Boys and Girls Choir, Troy University Dance Ensemble and recording artist Kate Campbell.

Organizers hope the event will build relationships between congregations and clergy among various Baptist denominations and create possibilities for shared work in the future.

When asked how Baptists could continue to build on the momentum of the New Baptist Covenant, Carter said, “Pray about it. Each one of us has untapped ideas and innovative thoughts to channel into this goal. Reach out to our neighbors, put away the divisions that separate us and exemplify what Christ taught. It depends on how high on our list of priorities we make this goal.”

The Birmingham event is the first of five regional gatherings that will be held this year. Upcoming events include: April 2-4 in Liberty, Mo.; April 24-25 in Winston-Salem, N.C.; Aug. 6-7 in Norman, Okla.; and Sept. 10-12 in Chicago, Ill. 
Georgia Baptist leaders warn of further action against church with female pastor

By John Pierce

DECATURE, Ga. — In her church newsletter column dated Jan. 23, pastor Julie Pennington-Russell of the First Baptist Church of Decatur, Ga., reported on a Jan. 7 visit by representatives of the Georgia Baptist Convention (GBC) who warned that some unidentified individuals within the convention are seeking a formal “withdrawal of fellowship” from the congregation.

Pennington-Russell reported that Executive Director Robert White — accompanied by GBC Church-Ministers Relations director Danny Watters and Christian Index editor Gerald Harris — informed her and two other church representatives that, while the church is free to call the pastor of their own choosing, the convention is also free to decide with whom they will relate.

It was the first direct communication since the convention drafted and passed a somewhat-veiled motion in November 2008 permitting GBC leaders to reject mission funds from the congregation and to prohibit First Baptist members from having representation in the convention. The action was in response to the church calling a female pastor — Pennington-Russell — in August 2007.

She told church members that the GBC representatives explained that a formal “withdrawal of fellowship” would mean that the church could not receive materials or services from the GBC such as training in Vacation Bible School, Sunday school or evangelism.

“Not sure I’d heard correctly, I pressed a little,” she wrote in the column. “Do you mean that if I called you up one day and said — ‘The Spirit is doing something amazing at First Baptist Decatur! Waves of men, women and teenagers are responding to God and are being baptized and we could use some additional help in giving them a good foundation. Could you send a team over to meet with our folks?’ — are you telling me that the GBC wouldn’t want to help us with that?”

White said he would be willing to help “personally” in such a situation, but not as an official representative of the GBC, Pennington-Russell reported.

“Friends, in that hour-long conversation it became crystal clear to me why people are abandoning denominational structures in droves and why denominationalism as it exists today is doomed: It is largely missing the point,” she wrote. “The denominational leaders in my office that day love people and care deeply about the gospel — I’m certain about that. But the sad reality is, most denominational organizations are stuck in bureaucratic systems that have forgotten why they exist in the first place.”

She said the congregation must be on guard against “missing the point” as well.

“May God save us from the deadly notion that this church exists to provide goods and services for eligible ‘members,’” she continued. “…We exist to follow Jesus into gospel adventures of all kinds in collaboration with all God’s people, whatever their denominational preferences or doctrinal stances.”

Pennington-Russell acknowledged that the church has “kingdom-focused” relationships with other organizations such as the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship, the Willow Creek Association, the Baptist World Alliance and the Atlanta Metro Baptist Association.

Pennington-Russell told Baptists Today that she has received “an overwhelmingly positive response” to the column from church members. Though the GBC’s action last November received much media attention, she said, it was “barely a blip on the radar at Decatur First Baptist.”

In meeting with convention leaders and in writing the column, Pennington-Russell said her goal was “to be kind and to be honest.” She expects the church will take no formal action in response to the convention: “That’s not what we are all about.”

The pastor and congregation are giving their attention to the church’s growing ministries, she said, aimed at reaching persons in the community with no church connections. Last year, largely through a growing second worship service, the congregation added dozens of new members including the baptism of 21 persons, nine of whom were adults.

Pennington-Russell said she envisions the church reaching many more in the days ahead.

“It certainly indicates the direction we are going,” she said. “And that is a high priority for us.”

Any additional GBC action against the church would have very little impact on the congregation, she predicted. Most, she said, “already consider ourselves disfellowshipped” by the earlier decision to reject mission funds from the church.

Only about 13 members — some with relatives serving as Southern Baptist Convention (SBC) missionaries — direct their mission gifts to SBC causes through the church, she said. The church will find a way for them to continue that support if they wish, she added.

Pennington-Russell described the meeting with GBC representatives as friendly — but late in the decision-making process.

“It just seemed so odd to me that all of this would happen without [convention leaders and church leaders] looking eye-to-eye,” she said.

White, the GBC executive director, was asked by Baptists Today about the convention’s intentions regarding further action against the Decatur church, the public relations impact of the decision and the result of refusing mission gifts during an economic downturn.

“I have no comment for you on these matters,” he responded. BT
Texas Baptist woman seeks equality

By John Pierce

CONROE, Texas — Shirley Taylor has created a website (www.bwebaptist.com) and is widely distributing an open letter that urges Southern Baptists to rethink their restrictive positions on women in church leadership.

Taylor — who retired following a 2005 reorganization of the Baptist General Convention of Texas — explained her efforts in an interview with Baptists Today.

BT: How did the idea of “Baptist Women for Equality” come about?

ST: The idea is to provoke women to question why they accept so readily that women cannot be deacons or pastors.

BT: Was the Jan. 15 “open letter” the first of an ongoing electronic newsletter?

ST: I don’t know if there will be more. But there will be more information put on the website.

A feature called “Letters to My Pastor” — which is a collection of letters I have written to my pastor and other Baptist leaders — will appear soon.

BT: Who else is leading this effort? Do you have a board or committee?

ST: My husband is the only one who is helping me. He is an encourager, and helps in every way — which makes it possible for me to do this.

BT: What do you hope to accomplish?

ST: I hope that Southern Baptists can be brought into the 21st century, stop this nonsense about women being submissive to men — which is an old Middle Eastern idea — and allow women their equal place in our churches.

I hope to see at least one church in my local association have a woman deacon. … I have been writing letters to my pastor and Baptist leaders since 2000, promoting women as deacons and pastors.

The Southern Baptist Convention … loves to keep up their animosity toward women. One of the proposals that will be brought to the convention in June shows how narrow-minded and backward Southern Baptists have become…

The offensive motion is to amend the SBC constitution to disallow affiliation by churches that have female senior pastors. … Their attitude is comparable to the Middle Eastern men who have denied women status and made the women themselves believe that God wills such.

… I would like to ask those pastors [who strongly oppose women in church leadership] the question you asked me: What do you hope to accomplish — by keeping women in the place they have decided we should be?

We have devoted a huge amount of time and effort into this project. It has cost us money as we have developed a website, mailed out over 100 letters to churches and individuals. How much does a snowflake weigh? Almost nothing, but one snowflake upon another can cause a tree limb to break.

This is my snowflake. I add it to the weight of all those others who have come to realize that women should claim the equality that is already given them by Almighty God. BT
WARD from page 5

So they wouldn’t let us go. We thought about trying to pay our own way to get to Japan.

Ellis Fuller, then our seminary president, called me: “Wayne, you can teach more students and multiply yourself many times over by communicating your love of missions to them.”

So I wound up teaching — and served at Finchville until ’53. I loved to preach and got in the habit of holding interim pastorates.

But in the process, I neglected my family. John, I had the idea that you sacrificed everything — including your family — for your calling. If I had it to do all over again, I would certainly put my family further up the line of my time.

BT: How many children do you have?

WEW: Three. We lost one while [I was] in the Navy.

I’d come back from the Pacific and we were working on a secret project — drone planes.

One night — an awful night — we had lost one of our drones. A farmer risked his life and got badly burned trying to get that pilot out — which turned out just to be a dummy. But our cover was blown.

Mary Ann was pregnant — and just sure I was going to die.

I remember coming in that night and the air traffic officer said: “Lieutenant, your wife is out there.”

I said: “Good grief, how did she find us?”

I had orders to ship out to the Pacific. The next night we were driving somewhere near the Nevada-California border when she went into labor.

We stopped at a ranch house and found a retired doctor who came out and helped us. But we lost that [child]. The trauma of it was horrible.

In the winter of ’45 I came back [from overseas] to Memphis — the same place where I had umped my status. They decommissioned me, though I stayed in the reserves.

I met Mary Ann that night, and we went to the hotel about midnight. The clerk said: “Lieutenant, I don’t have any regular rooms left but I’ve got the bridal suite.”

I said: “Buddy, that’s what we need.”

That’s where Larry began. Then we had Becca and then David.

BT: You went into the doctoral program in ’49 and began teaching. Then did you move into this house about the time you finished that degree and started teaching full time?

WEW: Almost exactly the same time — in ’53.

BT: So how long did you teach at Southern?

WEW: I taught full time until ’94. When Al [Mohler] came on board [as president] in ’92 — and was moving everybody out — he said, “Dr. Ward, your senior professorship runs out in ’94 and it will not be renewed.”

The trustee board asked me to please finish the doctoral students who would be bereft of their supervisor. The last one finished his doctoral dissertation about ’04.

BT: What is your current relationship with the seminary?

WEW: Mohler tolerates me and sometimes even affirms me. I was on his [doctoral] committee.

For awhile, I looked for him to give me an ultimatum that I couldn’t come on the campus anymore. He’s been angry enough at me sometimes.

But he’s decided to wait me out. He knows it won’t be long.

I have to be careful about being too openly critical. But what do I have to lose?

I walk across that wide street out there every day. I’m in the dining room or the bookstore or the post office foyer or hallway.

Now, practically all of them know my name because of something I’ve written or they’ve swept away. I’ve been labeled a heretic.

I went through a period of years when nobody knew me. But I have been invited to speak in some classes and in chapel.

The students like to stop and talk to me. I’ve loved students since I began teaching in the ’40s and until this day.

Some days I think: “Wayne, everything you’ve believed in and stood for has been swept away. You’ve been labeled a heretic.”

But I know God’s truth arises still.

I walked over there and find myself reaffirmed and renewed by talking to students — even though they’ll solemnly look me in the face and say: “Dr. Ward, you’re wrong about evolution.”

I say: “Well, you have a right to your viewpoint.” But then they might say that I opened up a passage of scripture for them.

As I say, I try to corrupt as many of them as I can. I mean by that — I challenge what they say.

BT: Were you able to satisfy your mission calling through teaching?

WEW: During what we called our missionary sabbatical year, 1993-94, we spent a full year working with the mission board in every one of our fields around the world. I’d do the biblical studies for their annual mission meetings.

Then Mary Ann would get up and say, “Wayne has laid the biblical foundation. But I’m going to have to deal with the nitty-gritty: how to live together in an expatriate compound in a foreign culture.”

When I finally came to terms with the fact that I couldn’t go to the mission field — that I was either going to have to be a pastor or teach — I began to start really face-to-face, personally relating with students. I came to love them — and still do.

BT: What changes have you seen in Southern Baptist theological education?

WEW: It is so strange. My generation, of course, was the survivors of World War II. We were on fire. Almost all of us had been overseas, and we were missionaries.

At the seminary we had Missionary Day once a month. And missionaries would write us from the field; it was powerful stuff. Nearly everybody in the chapel would offer themselves for foreign missions.

That was uppermost in the ’40s, to train to go out. We felt like we were the generation called of God to go out — having shot it all up and bombed it all up — and try to build it back.

We thought it was very simple — go out and win this world for Christ.

Along with that, in the late ’40s, institutions like the University of Louisville and the University of Kentucky started departments of religion. In even state-supported schools there were departments of religion.

I taught during that time — while working on my first and second degrees here — in the religion department at U of L.

[President Ellis] Fuller … said we are going to provide the teachers for all of these departments of religion.

Fuller died in ’50. [President Duke]
McCall came in early September of ’51. He said we are going to be the training ground for all of our Baptist colleges and all of our state schools. We will train the professors.

That backfired on Duke. All during the ’50s we were training people to be like us. Whereas we’d had 90 percent of the student body wanting to go out and become pastors, it flip-flopped. Ninety percent or more wanted to be teachers like us. We dug the hole that really sank the seminary in 1958.

Southwestern [Baptist Theological Seminary] had jumped to the front training missionaries — whereas we had all the leading pastors, even in Texas. We dominated the big pulpits and had dominated the mission boards.

When we started training all the professors, we moved our focus. That affected us clear on up to and through the time [Walter] Shurden became our dean [in the early ‘80s].

Shurden said we’ve got the peripheral things but we don’t have the center — which is the Baptist pulpit for churches. Though he is a teacher and historian, he saw we needed to recover the voice of the pulpit and be the trainer of pastors. He still thinks so.

…Theological education has shifted over and over again in my career depending on what is the goal or purpose of the seminary. Mohler is clearer on his mission and purpose than any of the others have been.

It is essentially to take us back to our founders who were five-point Calvinists. They weren’t really Calvinists as much as they were Dortians. The Synod of Dort — 75 years after the death of Calvin — gave us those five articles we call TULIP: total depravity, unconditional election, limited atonement, irresistible grace and perseverance of the saints.

[Former Southern Seminary professor] Dale Moody, from college days back in Texas on, had been dismantling every one of those except the last — perseverance of the saints.

And if he didn’t spend the last years of his life knocking that one down. That’s what got him fired.

**BT:** In a sense, did Moody lose his job for taking the Bible literally?

**WEW:** He was basically right. He didn’t believe you could lose your salvation. He thought we had fallen into the practice of making coming down the aisle and hopefully shedding a few tears — making that salvation.

He correctly understood that salvation is a journey — a beginning. God will preserve those who are faithful.

I can’t tell you how many times [Duke] McCall or then later [seminary president] Roy [Honeycutt] would send me out to Texas or Arkansas to a convention or pastors’ conference … to stamp out the fires Dale Moody had started — which I did.

The thing that finally broke him was the publication of The Word of Truth. If you read those chapters on salvation and apostasy, he spells out a position that is absolutely impossible to reconcile with the seminary’s Abstract of Principles.

He was going to make one last push [before retirement] to knock down that fifth pillar of Calvinism. He would state that publicly. When his book came out, you couldn’t cover for him anymore. It is just spelled out there.

Dale was my prayer partner. I loved him and I miss him. And, basically, he was right.

Dale was an evangelist. He would tell them: “You can’t just walk down the aisle and say ‘I love Jesus’ and then live like the devil. It’s not genuine.”

Anyway, it seems to me that theological education in my career here has simply been an expression of the goals of the leadership. Sometimes they have been fairly well on target and sometimes not.

**BT:** You have witnessed a lot of history here.

**WEW:** I’ve recorded over 100 hours of oral history. It shakes me up, John, to realize that out of its [its] 150 years — as man and boy — I have known this school over half of that time.

Greg Wills is writing the official history [of Southern Seminary] to be released during this sesquicentennial year. As they say, the guys who win the fight write the history.

**BT:** What theological issue do you wish Baptists would wrestle with more today?

**WEW:** The Baptist worldview leaves a lot of room for dissent and diverse opinion because we can’t have the kind of certainty that Catholics require. They want an absolutely rigid hierarchy.

And that is what these folks over here [Southern Seminary] want. But we’ve got to recover the humility and limitations we have as human beings — to wake up every morning and consider that I may be wrong.

I crashed three times in the Navy. I can tell you what happens when you think you are dying. I don’t go back to any statement of faith I ever signed. I just say, “Lord here I come — I love you and trust you.”

**BT:** You’ve been called both a heretic and a fundamentalist by fellow Baptists, haven’t you?

**WEW:** Yes. [SBC takeover leader] Paige Patterson called me: “Uncle Wayne, I heard you wrote a commentary on the Gospel of John that was shot down by some of your colleagues who thought it was too conservative. How would you like to do that for our new [American] Commentary? I’ve heard you preach on John, and I want you to write that.”

I said: “Paige, you’re out of your mind. I’m not about to write a commentary for you.”

We were calling it the fundamentalist commentary.

[Paige] calls me “Uncle Wayne” — as does his wife Dorothy. Her father is my double first cousin, but I was closer to him than either of my two brothers.

At age 9 — when my mother died of kidney failure — he left me with Aunt Grace Kelley (grandmother of Dorothy Kelley Patterson and Chuck Kelley, current president of New Orleans Seminary). I became her boy, and she took care of me until I went away to college.

**BT:** If you could go across the street and give one more lecture to seminary students, what would you talk about?

**WEW:** [I’d] start with a little bit of humility and the recognition that you don’t have to have it all down in rigid, theologically dogmatic statements.

And — like you avoid the plague — avoid any kind of political alliance with any entity of the government — local, national, whatever. That’s our heritage as Baptists.

That’s what I treasure.

I would also say: Don’t let the Holy Spirit be cornered by the Pentecostals. The Holy Spirit is the presence and power of God in our lives.

It can never be contained in an institution. He — or she — is alive.

Baptists require an authentic, evident experience of the Lord Jesus Christ transforming your life. That’s who we are and how we come into our churches.

That would be the sermon I would preach. **BT**
Baptists Today: A voice to sustain Baptist tomorrows

McCall brothers committed to spreading the word on Baptists

When Reaves McCall discovered *Baptists Today* at a Cooperative Baptist Fellowship (CBF) meeting several years ago, one of the first people he shared the publication with was his twin brother.

"He told me I needed to read it," said P.L. "Roy" McCall of Society Hill, S.C. "*Baptists Today* was one of the best publications I had ever seen."

As fourth-generation Baptists, the brothers appreciate how the monthly news journal reports on Baptists across the denomination.

"*Baptists Today* is one of the best ways to disseminate what Baptists are doing, whether they are freelwill, fundamentalists, mainstream, CBF or Alliance of Baptists," said Reaves of Hartsville, S.C. "It keeps you up-to-date on what Baptists are doing, and it is unbiased in reporting everything Baptists do and everything they say. It is a wonderful way of knowing what is going on in our denomination."

While the brothers look alike, both agree they are quite different otherwise. P.L., a farmer of 40 years, enjoys hunting, fishing and the outdoors. Reaves, a retired architect, loves music and the arts and finds time for cooking pizzas and for collecting original artwork. But one area in which they are almost as identical as their appearance is their deep, abiding love of being Baptists and their interest in and concern for the denomination.

"*Baptists Today* tells the whole story of Baptists," said P.L. "It is just amazing how much I didn’t know about all the Baptists in the world. I learn something every time I pick it up."

Learning the whole story is a major reason why Reaves reads the publication each month. "I have heard so many rumors — things about what different facets of our denomination are saying about each other — and I just think it is wrong.

"I believe in diversity, everybody to their own choosing," he explained. "As Baptists, we always have disagreements, but we can always be agreeable. That’s my philosophy. And *Baptists Today* covers all facets of Baptists. The title of the publication tells it all."

His older twin brother agrees. "I don’t think there is any other organization that is doing the job that *Baptists Today* is doing," said P.L. "I think it is important for people to know what is going on in our Baptist denomination."

When developing their estate plans, both brothers included a gift to *Baptists Today*.

"I have been blessed through my 78 years because I had a Christian mother and father," said P.L., whose father was a leader in the founding of West Hartsville Baptist Church, where he and his brother and their families have attended for the past half-century. "My gift will continue to perpetuate itself in doing good through *Baptists Today*,” he explained.

Reaves wants *Baptists Today* to have sufficient funds to continue. "Putting *Baptists Today* in my will, to me, is a living testimony to what I believe," he said. "I did it to keep the home fires burning — so we will know what is going on."

For more information on making a planned gift to *Baptists Today* through your estate, contact Keithen M. Tucker, Development and Marketing Director, at ktucker@baptiststoday.org or 1-877-752-5658.
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A tribute to Daniel Goodman

By Rabbi Stephen Pinsky

I have grown in both my understanding and my appreciation of his faith — a faith rooted in the life of another gentle and kind young man taken well before his time.

— the Jewish story — and, in many respects, the Christian story. The life ended long ago, but the relationship goes on forever.

Dan Goodman’s story has now become part of our story... From the moment I met Dan more than a decade ago, I understood that here was a truly unusual human being — an extraordinary combination of mind and heart and, for me at least, an absolute model of what being a Christian should be.

He represented for me the very best of his faith and was in a very real sense — to use an old Yiddish word — a mensch, a person who has the rare ability to not only share in other people’s joys but to feel their pain as well.

As a result of our friendship, I have grown in both my understanding and my appreciation of his faith — a faith rooted in the life of another gentle and kind young man taken well before his time.

And I had the privilege of watching how Dan’s empathy for the Jewish people and his appreciation for Judaism deepened and grew as our friendship blossomed. Dan was a treasure in my life, even as he was a gift to all of his many friends and to the army of students whom he taught and, most of all, to his family — to Barbara and to his children, whom he loved beyond words can convey.

Dan Goodman was not a saint, but he was a tzadik — a truly righteous man — a gift from God to teach us a little more about what life should be all about, a little more about what our world could be if we only found the will and found the way to take the teachings of our individual faiths and to truly live them with all of our hearts and all of our souls and all of our collective might.

I promise that for as long as I live, I will never forget that Dan helped me see just a bit more clearly what the Promised Land could be and that God has given each of us the ability to build that land together in our own communities and in our own time.

We will always miss him, we will always ache for him, we will always wish with all of our hearts that we could have him back — even for one hour. At this painful hour of parting, we hold him close to us — loving him in absence, telling and re-telling his story, weaving him into the unfinished stories of our own lives and cherishing his memory for as long as we have breath within us.

Ayl Malay Rachameem: Fully Compassionate God on high: Grant perfect rest in Your sheltering presence to our dear friend — our brother — Daniel Goodman, who has entered eternity. God of mercy, let him find refuge in the shadow of Your wings, and let his soul be bound up in the bond of everlasting life. God is, indeed, his inheritance. May he rest in peace, and let us all say: Amen. BT
Information

in the know
Keeping up with people, places and events

People

Crozet (Va.) Baptist Church has called staff members David Collyer and Colleen Swingle-Titus as co-pastors. Collyer previously served as pastor of worship, and Swingle-Titus as pastor of families and community development.

John Inscore Essick has been named assistant professor of church history at Baptist Seminary of Kentucky. A recent Ph.D. graduate from Baylor University, he is the third full-time faculty member at the Lexington, Ky., school.

Bill Hardee is pastor of First Baptist Church in Griffin, Ga., following 10 years service as pastor of Vineville Baptist Church in Macon, Ga.

D. Leslie Hollon is pastor of Trinity Baptist Church in San Antonio, Texas, coming from St. Matthews Baptist Church in Louisville, Ky., where he served for 14 years.

Jesus Romero will lead the new bachelor's degree in Spanish program at Baptist University of the Americas in San Antonio. He comes from Howard Payne University where he was professor of modern languages.

Oscar Romo died Jan. 16 at age 79. He was a leader among Southern Baptists in ethnic evangelism and church planting through the former Home Mission Board. A memorial service was held at Johns Creek Baptist Church in Alpharetta, Ga.

Leroy Yarbrough, retired chairman of the division of church music at New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary and a former minister of music at churches in Georgia, Texas and Louisiana, died Dec. 25, 2008.

Classifieds

Broadway Baptist Church, located near the rapidly growing downtown of Fort Worth, Texas, prayerfully seeks a senior pastor. Broadway is a diverse congregation with a rich history of liturgical worship, exceptional music programs, innovative discipleship programs for children and youth, and vibrant community ministries and missions. The senior pastor's responsibilities include preaching, spiritual and collaborative administrative leadership of the ministerial staff and lay membership, teaching, pastoral care, and outreach to help move the congregation to a growing Christ-centered faith. Candidates must have completed an earned graduate degree, with a Ph.D. preferred, and have significant experience as the senior minister of another Baptist church. Submit résumé and references by March 31 to: Andrew D. Sims, Ste. 3600, 777 Main St., Fort Worth, TX 76102.

First Baptist Church of Jonesboro, Ark., with 800-plus in attendance, is seeking a minister of music ministries with strong leadership, musicianship and worship skills for developing persons to know and follow Christ through worship. Five years experience in full-time adult music ministry and a seminary or master's degree in music are preferred. Send résumé to: Minister of Music Ministries Search Committee, david.colananni@email.astate.edu.

Minister of Adult Education: Second Baptist Church in Richmond, Va., a growing moderate congregation affiliated with BGAV and CBF, seeks a vibrant minister to lead our adult education, missions and senior adult ministries. A seminary degree is required. Please submit résumé to: cshenouse@secondbaptistrichmond.org or Dr. Craig Shenouse, Pastor, Second Baptist Church, 9614 River Rd., Richmond, VA 23229.
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Proclaim Christ’s Death
1 Corinthians 11:17-32

Have you ever seen an elephant in the middle of your sanctuary? We’ve all been there. The church is facing a painful struggle and, meanwhile, worship and business and relationships go on as if nothing was wrong.

The situation with the little church in Corinth was not perfect. In fact, not long after the gospel reached this cosmopolitan Greco-Roman city, the new Christians were faced with serious problems. As you read this epistle, you can almost feel Paul’s anguish as he writes across great distances exhorting and encouraging his flock. It has been three years since Paul was in Corinth, and the second half of this letter addresses the church’s specific questions and even specific problems reported by others.

Paul was an Easter person. He lived in joyful hope of the resurrection: “To live is Christ, to die is gain” (Phil. 1:21). Throughout his correspondence with the Corinthians you will notice Paul moving back and forth from stern admonition and theological instruction to almost ecstatic praise and encouragement. And embodying God’s way of making the best out of difficult situations, Paul uses the Corinthians’ problems to turn their attention to the amazing, redemptive power of God in Christ. This passage is no exception.

The wonder of Easter seems a long way off as our passage begins: “...your meetings do more harm than good.” That is strong language. How did this church get in this mess? The Corinthian congregation was a mixed group: Pagans, Jews, Romans, immigrants, slaves, rich and poor. Your congregation might also be composed of people from diverse backgrounds. A homogenous church can find unity easier to achieve, but a heterogeneous congregation offers the richness that comes with diversity. The problems in the Corinthian church were related to their diversity.

Imagine this situation: Your church is having an all-church fellowship at the home of a wealthy member. An important part of this gathering is the celebration of the Lord’s Supper. Yet when you arrive, you notice that the driveway is already full of cars. You step inside and see a group of your church members seated around the dining room table. They are eating, drinking, talking and laughing. You and other church members stand in the entry hall without a place to sit and without food and drink. There is no room for you. You leave feeling excluded and hurt.

The wealthy, the educated and the privileged had created a “church within a church” in Corinth. Instead of hosting a gathering in honor and remembrance of Christ, they were exposing their brothers and sisters in Christ to humiliation that effectively negated the gospel message. Just like the warning from James, Christ’s brother (James 2:1-4), and instruction from Christ himself (see Luke 14), partiality and discrimination have no place in the Kingdom of God. The gospel is a message of equal grace, equal redemption and equal access. No one is excluded. No one is more valuable than anyone else.

That this behavior was happening during the Lord’s Supper (vv. 23-26) was devastating to the Corinthian church. The sacrifice of Christ and the new promise of forgiveness and inclusion are meant to be celebrations of grace and equality. We all need what Christ offers us. None of us are any more deserving than another. Paul frequently reminds us that the elite are no more valuable to God’s kingdom than the “weak” or “foolish” (1 Cor. 1:26-31, 12:12-26).

Discuss: Does our church sanction any event that is exclusive? Is there anything we do that keeps someone from experiencing the presence of God as revealed in the body of Christ? Are we guilty, in some form, of the same sins of the Christian elite in Corinth?

One unique feature of Christianity, as it spread in a pagan world with countless deities and religions, was the accessibility to God. It was the only religion where devotees did not have to purify themselves before encountering the Divine. Come as you are; God awaits. Yet many of us have misinterpreted 11:27-32.

Confessing our sin before God is an essential part of our relationship with him, but, despite the practice of many churches, we do not have to confess every sin before we can receive the Lord’s Supper. The instruction of verses 27 and 28 does not demand our perfection before God as a condition of receiving the bread and cup. Rather, the instruction of these verses is a warning against exclusion.

Discuss: Are we creating obstacles that keep the poor or the marginalized from the table of Christ? Do our actions negate the message of the Lord’s Supper?

As we approach the wonder of Easter, we are reminded to proclaim the Lord’s death until he comes (v. 26). And this death is for all, even the poor, sick, lonely and broken. Christ did not remain in the gilded banquet hall or the spacious triclinium. He met those on the outside looking in. He loved them. He sacrificed for them. And, as his followers, we proudly proclaim his death when we live the same way.

April 12, 2009

Remember the Resurrection
1 Corinthians 15:1-19

As a pastor I have a privileged perspective at times of joy and times of grief. But some moments stand out.

I officiated a wedding once for a young couple who were friends of my wife. I said I would do the wedding if they came to church...
with us one Sunday morning. Unfortunately, that never happened. Two years after their wedding he was killed late one night in an automobile accident in central Texas. He left his wife and newborn child behind. I attended a memorial service held in their backyard.

“Why am I weeping?” I asked myself. I was saddened at this man’s death, but I barely knew him. And then I realized: the entire memorial service was without any reference to Christ, God and eternal life. Life — and death — are experienced so differently by those who do not remember the resurrection.

Between last week’s passage about the importance of inclusion in the body of Christ and Paul’s discussion of the resurrection in chapter 15, we find some of the most well-known scriptures in the entire Pauline corpus. As the broken body of Christ brings unity among all who believe, Paul plainly addresses the value of diversity, the wonderful adhesive that is love and how the uniqueness of each gifted believer actually functions in a church.

But Paul’s responses to issues facing the Corinthian church reach a crescendo in chapter 15. It is as though Paul saves the church’s greatest problem for last. Some of the church members are saying, “There is no resurrection of the dead” (v. 12). Chapter 15 is Paul’s argument against this position, embellished by his occasional outbursts of joyful encouragement. Paul speaks to the doubters, but he speaks to the faithful as well.

Most importantly, Paul begins by reminding the Corinthian Christians of the gospel he preached to them (vv. 3-5). Each of us should commit this passage to memory: “Christ died for our sins according to the Scriptures, that he was buried, that he was raised on the third day according to the Scriptures, and that he appeared to Peter and then to the Twelve” (NIV).

That Christ died for our sins joins each of us in Christ’s death. His death was not a private, independent death. It was linked indelibly to our own. Christ interrupted the natural consequences of our sin and forever included himself in our death — and our destiny. For just as Christ’s death and our own death are brought together, so also is Christ’s resurrection our resurrection. We are incorporated with Christ at death and the resurrection. The grace of God is truly amazing!

This is what Paul preached to the Corinthians, and what they believed. And this is the great news that will transform their lives, both today and forever, provided they hang on to it (v. 2). It is this gospel to which Paul refers throughout chapter 15. (Remember, Paul believes there is no distinction between the resurrection of Christ and our own resurrection. If Christ can be resurrected, then we can too.)

I’ve heard the saying, “You might be the only Bible someone ever reads.” As our culture moves from a church-published society to a post-modern society, this statement becomes more important. In verses 6-8, Paul lists those eyewitnesses who contribute to the evidence of the resurrection of Christ — including himself. But verses 9-11 head in a different direction.

Woven into his assertion about the validity of the gospel message is Paul’s own testimony of the grace of God. With extraordinary confidence and humility, Paul associates his identity as an apostle with the very essence of the resurrection story. This is his testimony: the grace of God demonstrated in the gospel story is the same grace that empowered Paul to be the man he is. In his argument against those who claim there is no resurrection, Paul’s first proof is his own life.

Reflect: In your efforts to demonstrate the reality of the resurrection, what evidence can you give? What is happening in your life today that would indicate a 2,000-year-old tomb is empty? How has the grace of God, which saturates the stories of the death and resurrection of Christ, been observable in your recent history? Who has seen that evidence?

Beneath the rhetoric of Paul’s argument with those Corinthians (which begins in earnest in vv. 12-18) is a down-to-earth reality weighing heavily on a real-life group of people.

Discuss: What happens to a congregation when some leaders do not truly believe the complete gospel message? Are there leaders in your church who do not accept the believer’s resurrection? Do our churches have a place of leadership for those who do not believe they themselves will be resurrected?

According to Paul, true Christian witness and leadership are empowered by the energizing grace of God demonstrated by our inclusion in Christ’s death and resurrection. It is not our place to judge what others believe, but it is our place to celebrate the grace of God as it is revealed in the lives of those who unabashedly anticipate their own resurrection. And it is those, like Paul, that we can also choose to emulate.

It is a sad fact that funerals are still happening in backyards among well-wishers who make no mention of the resurrection and that churches are still led by those who do not eagerly await their own resurrection. So it remains vitally important that we not only proclaim the resurrection, but also embody it. Those touched that deeply by the grace of God are not easily forgotten.

April 19, 2009

Contemplate the Mystery

1 Corinthians 15:20-41

We used to visit my grandparents in Mississippi each summer. The soil was so dark and rich, it seemed that you could grow okra in a sidewalk crack. We never had a garden when I was growing up, so my grandparents’ gardens were fascinating. Even in early summer my grandmother would start bringing in beans, peas and tomatoes. The firstfruits were ready, and there were a lot more on the way.

After confronting the body-splitting disrespect of the “have-nots” and the futility of a resurrectionless religion, the glorious hope of Easter crackles like lightning in this section of Paul’s epistle to the Corinthian Christians. Christ has indeed been raised — our firstfruits! All who belong to him will be raised as well. To those who deny the resurrection, Paul continues with his lockbox-link between the reality of the risen Christ and the reality of the resurrection of those who receive the sacrifice Christ has made on their behalf. Grace is lived only when it is believed.

I remember seeing an old black-and-white photograph of Teddy Roosevelt. He is on safari and bedecked in khaki shorts, hiking boots and a pith helmet. He stands grinning with one foot on the head of some poor creature. Despite our stances on hunting for sport, the image is fitting.

We frequently see Christ turning the other cheek or silently letting Roman thugs whip him unmercifully. But in verses 24-26, our Lord is triumphant. He is the victor. Every evil scheme, corrupt system and exploitive regime is on the ground, eyes blank and tongues hanging out, while Christ stands with his foot on their necks. Even death, now nothing more than a pile of bones, a black robe and a rusting scythe, lies motionless under the
foot of the King of Kings. He is Christ the destroyer. Every enemy lies lifeless at his feet. The end has come. He hands over this reclaimed kingdom to God the Father and graciously submits to him. All is in all. All is restored.

These mysterious, cosmological glimpses we get from Paul are mind-blowing. “What do you mean there is no resurrection? Christ is the destroyer! Christ is the victor! The risen Christ has defeated every enemy we can imagine and then hands the kingdom to God the Father. No resurrection? Are you kidding?”

The details Paul provides about these events solidify the validity of Christ’s forever authority. And, you and I share in Christ’s victory, just as we share in his death and resurrection. As my gospel-singing friend Earnest Alexander used to say: “The good news keeps getting better!”

So back to Paul’s rebuttal of the resurrection-deniers. In verses 29-30 he asks, “Why do you continue to baptize on behalf of those who have already died if there is no resurrection?” There is no scholarly consensus on the exact nature of this baptism, except that it was most likely vicarious. Perhaps believers had died before they had the opportunity to be baptized. Regardless, as baptism symbolizes a believer’s death, burial and resurrection, Paul asks why they would continue this practice if they no longer believed in the resurrection.

It is in verses 30-34 that Paul gets personal, pastoral and practical. He speaks again from his own life story. He has faced many risks because of his commitment to Christ and the gospel (see 2 Cor. 11:23-30). Why suffer for Christ? Why serve in humiliation? Why be attacked by wild beasts? Because those risks are not unreasonable for someone who anticipates resurrection. So looking closely at this passage we begin to unearth something: motive. So why would someone choose not to believe in the resurrection?

We must remember that Paul has written these words to a real group of people. Even by the first century the gospel had been manipulated by those who want to be churchy, but are unwilling to let go of a worldview that abdicates them of eternal accountability. In addition to the futility of a so-called Christian life that denies the resurrection, that life is also earthbound and timebound. Quoting a verse from Isaiah 22:13 (which also served to recall the popular understanding of Epicurean philosophy), Paul reminds us that a life without an eternal perspective offers only short-term, inconsequential pleasures.

And in this context, sin is caused by living a life without a resurrection hope (v. 34). Perhaps we would prefer to view sin as every vile act done by someone other than ourselves. But Paul, in this conversation, associates sinning with living each day with no belief that our forever Christ offers us forever as well. And Paul warns us to be careful how we associate with those who live as though there is no resurrection.

But why would someone choose to believe in the resurrection, especially after reading verses 30-32? A life with no significance beyond “three-score and ten” is radically different from the life that is immersed in the same gracious love of God that walks out of the tomb and says “Come be with me forever.”

I spent the fall semester of my senior year in college as a chaplain intern at Louisiana State University Medical Center in Shreveport. That dreary chaplain’s office in the basement of that hospital was frequently brightened by a lovely, white-haired volunteer. “Why do you volunteer down here?” I asked her one day. “Because of the gospel,” she answered. “What do you mean?” I asked. With an unbelievable smile she said, “Because I am going to live forever” and her face lit up like a beacon. To this day that conversation encourages me.

Are you curious about the impact of your life for Christ? If so, try this simple exercise. Stand in front of a mirror and make the following proclamations: “Christ is risen from the dead.” “I will be raised from the dead.” “I will be with Christ forever.” “By his love, God has given me life eternal.” Putting your beliefs into words, spoken to yourself and others, brings those beliefs to life. A life of Christ-like sacrifices for the sake of others is a long way from “eat, drink and be merry, for tomorrow we die.”

Our motivation for living sacrificially, whether it is volunteering at a hospital, befriending the homeless or living missionally locally or globally, is not based on fear or judgment. We are, in fact, motivated by courage, freedom and love — courage because Christ will conquer every enemy, freedom because we are no longer crippled by fear, and love because of God’s grace in giving us eternal life.

April 26, 2009
Rejoice in Hope
1 Corinthians 15:42-58

I have three sons: 6-year-old twins and a 5-year-old. They have this strange, simultaneous attraction and revulsion to being scared. Lately it is all about zombies (and zombie pirates). When someone holds out their arms, begins walking stiff-legged and grows “I’m a zombie!” it is our cue to run around the house screaming in fright.

We know that this epistle to the Corinthian church is, for the most part, a response to a series of questions (1 Cor. 7:1) from that struggling congregation. Most likely, some church members were curious about what would happen to their bodies upon being resurrected (see 15:35). Perhaps those who denied the resurrection made absurd speculations to support their position: “Resurrection? Will we be corpses walking around? Is heaven a place of living skeletons?” Oh no! Zombies! Fortunately, Paul refutes these bizarre statements with his typical clarity while disclosing thrilling and edifying details about our resurrection bodies.

In essence, he is describing our new human nature. How quickly we skim over passages like this. Perhaps it is such an overwhelming concept that we resist stopping to absorb what it truly means for us. We tend to view the Bible as a textbook, providing truth and orthodoxy. Or we view this passage as simply a record of Paul’s debate with certain Corinthians. But Paul was writing much more than a textbook. This is a guidebook for a brand new life. It is a handbook for our participation in a radical, forever kingdom.

So now we are being told that our resurrection will yield our new heavenly nature. In our human form we are sown perishable, in dishonor and in weakness. That is life as we know it. But our resurrection will yield new bodies, raised imperishable, in glory and in power — a new body with a different splendor (15:40-41) that will bear his likeness (v. 49).

Gordon Fee writes, “We are currently living within one form of our existence — another awaits!” As I sit in a coffee shop with my laptop, I look around and realize I am only seeing part of the picture. There is a new heaven and a new earth out there
(Rev. 21:1-22:5), but also a new me! Can I actually take these amazing verses with me each day? What will happen if I do? What will happen if I take to heart Paul’s description of my forthcoming nature? This life with all its struggles and pain and disappointments is only the first phase of my existence — and that changes everything.

Paul also assures the Corinthians that our resurrection transformation is nothing to fear. A trumpet will blow a cosmic reveille and, in an instant, we will exist in different bodies; bodies with an entirely different physiology; bodies not bound by the laws of nature, but defined by the laws of supernature. We will trade particles of dust for the particles of heaven. We will not be zombies or ghosts or reincarnated souls. We will remain ourselves, but with wonderful spiritual bodies. Our lives and our existence will be an entirely new realm to discover. We will see creation, earthly life and humanity from a new perspective.

I can’t help but think about C.S. Lewis’ poorly-titled but stunning book, The Great Divorce. The protagonist takes a bus ride to heaven and describes, in Lewis’ most potent imagery, a glorious new existence. Heaven and her residents are more real and more alive than the earth could ever be. Can we even imagine that we will enjoy a reality more “real” than the one we are living now?

So we are left pondering the staggering difference between two lives. One life is experienced with the bare expectations of dishonor and weakness — as perishable as a rotting banana. And this life is contrasted to someone who also experiences natural life in all its weakness but knows that an imperishable, glorious life is coming. The difference between these beliefs about our nature is the foundation to living a truly Christ-like life.

Consider Christ himself as described in Hebrews 12:1-2: “…who for the joy set before him endured the cross, scorning its shame, and sat down at the right hand of the throne of God.” Our destiny makes anything possible.

In the meantime, we are citizens of two worlds. We carry two passports. We live knowing “the kingdom of heaven is near” and the breeze we feel is the wind of Pentecost, blowing from one world to another. We see through a glass darkly, but catch glimpses of our ultimate nature in passages like this, in mystical encounters with God and in the holy intrusion of his Spirit in our earthly lives today.

Yes, we have power … and our power is victory, a victory that began the moment a dead Christ sealed in a dark tomb stirred and opened his eyes. Suddenly everything was changed forever. At that moment the victory was ordained, a victory felt on the wind today but celebrated by trumpet blast tomorrow. We begin living today what will be gloriously fulfilled on the day that eye twinkle.

At this transformation, the battle is over. Death leaves the field defeated. A mind-blowing, breath-taking existence (without death) awaits us. So today we can stand firm (v. 58) and live missionally, crossing whatever bridges Christ leads us across, with full assurance that our labor is not in vain.

For further reading:
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Missional youth planning

Summer time is busy for youth ministers. Camps, mission events, water parties, fellowship gatherings and regular group meetings dominate the school break schedule. By the time August rolls around, the summer events wind down, too, giving everyone a much-needed breather. But then, two weeks later, school begins and a new year of youth ministry gets rolling. Retreats, football games and fifth quarters, lock-ins, mission events, and regular group meetings quickly fill the calendar.

Many times, the adults in charge of youth ministry get caught up in the moment of spending time with and mentoring their teenagers. That is a wonderful gift of ministry and is truly living out the call to be the presence of Christ for others. The downfall is that long-term planning for the youth year can easily get overlooked. Instead of planning six months to a year down the road, long-term planning is reduced to deciding on the toppings for the ice cream dessert at the end of the night.

Teenagers have schedules and generally know when they will be busy. The schedule might be dictated to them like a soccer schedule complete with practices or a marching band season with rehearsals and competitions, but teens know what they will be doing in the future. Youth ministry needs to get on their calendars, too. Taking the time to think a couple of months to an entire year ahead will not only help the youth make plans, but will also assist the youth ministry in planning and completing quality events.

One of the easiest ways to plan a youth ministry year is to take last year’s calendar out of the folder and reproduce it for the current year, changing the dates as necessary. Youth come to expect special events at certain times of the year. Some groups have a fall retreat that is the highlight of the year. Failure to have one would be disastrous for the minister and the entire church. Some groups rally around a big ski trip, a week of youth camp or a week of mission work in the summer.

Another way to plan a youth ministry year is to think missionally. Instead of simply doing the same things as last year, the group takes some time to discern what God is calling the members individually and collectively to do.

Bo Prosser, coordinator for congregational life at Cooperative Baptist Fellowship, defines the missional church this way: “The missional church is about empowering people to discover and use their passions on purpose to be the presence of Christ in their worlds whether anyone joins their church or not!” In a similar vein, we could say that “a missional youth ministry blesses teenagers to discover and use their passions so that they can make a difference in the world for Christ. If others want to join them along the way, that would be great!”

A missional youth ministry can incorporate all the traditions the youth have come to love and expect and combine them with a year-long emphasis that will make a difference in the lives of the youth and the world.

CBF (www.thefellowship.info) provides some resources that will assist the youth ministry in missional thinking and planning. Daniel Vestal’s book, It’s Time is the backbone resource for a youth study guide of the same name. The guide focuses on one chapter per session. Each session will help the youth to discover aspects about their own passions, about the ministry of CBF and about their individual relationship with God. The book and study guide will help guide where you feel the youth ministry of your church should be heading.

Destinations is a resource for church planning that maps a congregation’s missional journey, and can easily be used for youth ministry. The booklet lays out different ideas for an entire year and has a wealth of resources and references to assist in the planning process.

Finally, Ignite! is a 12-month youth missions education curriculum. Each month contains a Bible study, a mission study, a mission project idea and a worship suggestion. For churches with volunteer youth leaders, Ignite! is a great resource that has a year of regular meetings already planned.

With little time and energy, plans can be made for a year of youth ministry. Planning missionally will help provide focus for the youth and will use their gifts and talents as they seek to be the presence of Christ in the world. Simply having a plan and schedule will help adults spend more time building relationships with the youth and being the ministers they are called to be. BT
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The audacity of hope

By Brett Younger

On March 16 — the day after Selection Sunday — four NCAA college basketball tournament brackets will be on our refrigerator. Every year my family enjoys picking the games and seeing which one of us picks the most winners. Actually, that’s not completely true. The one who wins will enjoy it and the rest will not. (We do this for entertainment purposes only; no wagering is allowed.) I look forward to staring at my bracket, trying to convince myself that I know something about St. Mary’s basketball. I’m already relatively certain how this dance will turn out.

Carol will use an amazing system that has served her well. She will pick Missouri because her parents used to live there, Butler because she has relatives named Butler, and IUPUI because it’s fun to say. If some pesky team like Alabama State beats some big dog like Connecticut, Carol will have picked it because everyone knows hornets would give huskies fits. If this year is like most, her whimsical Nostradamus-like prognostication will put Carol well ahead of Sports Illustrated’s so-called experts.

In his early years in the tournament, my younger son was bitten by picking too many UNC-Asheville, Vermonts, and Holy but not that Athletic Crosses, so for the last few years Caleb has been the champion of the champions. He will cast his lot with the Dukes, North Carolinas and Pittsburghs — the giants of the basketball world. Caleb has no room for high hoops hopes, only the solid hardwood of the expected. If there are no upsets, Caleb will have his bracket laminated.

I am somewhere in the middle. I will end up regretting picking Mississippi State. I have to learn that it’s wrong to pick a team just because my mother gave me their cap. I will be right to pick Wake Forest because Demon Deacons is the all-time greatest nickname. I will be wrong to go against Oklahoma because their players don’t go to class. I will wish I hadn’t picked Marquette just because Marquette was my favorite Jesuit missionary.

If this year is like most, I will once again grow in my admiration of our older son. Graham will end up with a broken, bleeding bracket, but in the truest sense he will far outdistance us all. Graham chooses not to be part of the world where UCLA, Syracuse and Louisville win games, but lose their souls.

For years Graham’s bracket included predictions of Western Kentucky taking out Kentucky, Texas A&M- Corpus Christi knocking off Texas, and George Mason eliminating Georgetown. Graham picked upsets that could only happen in his hoop dreams. He continually gave his heart to directional schools (Northern Iowa, North Dakota State, South Alabama), initiate schools (VMI, VCU, BYU), and states that don’t sound like states (Weber State, Portland State, Long Beach State). His love for the Gonzagas, Buffalos and Mercers kept him from winning, but it also kept him in love with the audacity of hoops.

A year ago Graham became a freshman at Davidson College. This was perfect, because Graham prefers the world where the Davidson Wildcats could win it all — and last year they came close. Davidson snuck into the tournament as a #10 seed. They beat a #7, a #2, a #3 and then lost to #1 Kansas, the eventual champion, on a last-second shot. They won almost as many games as my hope-filled son predicted.

Graham does not live in the black and white of boring brackets, but in the rainbows of which dreams are made. He has chosen a world in which small, liberal arts colleges with no athletic tradition and no rebounding could take the trophy. It is, of course, madness, but if dreams are madness, then we should choose not the NCAA tournament of what will be, but the hope of what should be.

People of faith regularly put faith in the Davidsoners of the world. We keep believing that David will defeat Goliath. The Christian gospel is the good news of the unexpected. We don’t give ourselves to what is most likely. We give ourselves to what is best. We dream of a world that is better than it is. BT

—Brett Younger is associate professor of preaching at Mercer University’s McAfee School of Theology.
Freedom of the press a Baptist ‘trophy’

Religious freedom has long been considered the “trophy” of Baptists — even if some Baptists of yesteryear weren’t as radical as heroes like Roger Williams, John Clarke, Obadiah Holmes and John Leland — and accounts of Baptists fighting for the separation of church and state fill the history books.

Contemporary observers are often shocked when they find Baptists — of all people — compromising religious liberty issues and church-state separation for government favoritism. Given the Baptist reputation for their advocacy of religious freedom, it is assumed that Baptists have swiftly announced their support for other First Amendment freedoms found in the Bill of Rights of the American Constitution.

Baptist giants of the early 20th century — E.Y. Mullins and George W. Truett — both voiced support for freedom of speech and freedom of the press.

Mullins, president of Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, said these freedoms were “implied” in the fundamental freedom of religious liberty. Because Baptists believe in these freedoms for themselves, Mullins reasoned, they must affirm them equally for all people.

Truett, pastor of First Baptist Church of Dallas, argued for a free press that would not be “censured by the Sultan, nor sizzled by some Czar.”

Truett anticipated later squeamishness about abuses in the print media, however. He implored newspaper editors to have integrity and take the moral high road of integrity when deciding what to publish.

Baptist contributions to the freedoms of speech and the press have especially come through the work of Supreme Court Justice Charles Evans Hughes. A lifelong Baptist and the first president of the Northern Baptist Convention (now American Baptist Churches USA) upon its formation in 1907, Hughes was chief justice of the court for 11 years, from 1930 to 1941.

The Hughes Court advanced the parameters of freedom of the press and freedom of speech. In particular, Hughes helped incorporate both freedoms into the Fourteenth Amendment, so that First Amendment freedoms are protected from state interference.

Contemporaries of Hughes said that his Baptist commitment to individual conscience contributed to his legal insights and that he had shown a “greater fondness for the Bill of Rights than any chief justice this country ever had.”

Southern Baptists confronted the issues of a free press during their “controversy” that raged during the 1980s. Was the denominational press a public-relations agency for the Southern Baptist Convention, or were the journalists free to report all the news in the spirit of a free press?

Most journalists argued for a free press — and were accused of siding with the moderate faction of the convention fight for doing so. In particular, Paul Pressler, one of the architects of the SBC’s fundamentalist takeover, vehemently complained about reporting by the SBC news agency Baptist Press and accused journalists of initiating interviews that criticized the “conservative resurgence.”

In 1990, with the fundamentalist victory complete, Al Shackleford and Dan Martin of Baptist Press were fired.

The concept of a free press was also tested severely at the Sunday School Board (now LifeWay Christian Resources of the SBC) when agency trustees stopped the publication of their history — in their minds skewed with liberal bias — by seminary professor Leon McBeth.

During the 400th anniversary of the origins of the Baptist tradition, we will applaud our commitment to freedom. If freedom of the press is implied in religious freedom, as E.Y. Mullins suggested, then we must be free to search and report the truth, as we understand it, and we must allow others to do the same. BT

— Doug Weaver is associate professor of religion at Baylor University. This column is from Associated Baptist Press.
From **humble beginnings**
to the space age

Huntsville church has navigated two centuries

HUNTSVILLE, Ala. — Some congregations claim lofty ambitions. Members of First Baptist Church of Huntsville, Ala., ascended to unprecedented heights, sending the first Americans into outer space, landing the first men on the moon, and hurling satellites into the outer reaches of the universe.

First-time visitors would never imagine that the church is two centuries old, and could be forgiven for being confused upon turning into the church parking lot. An enormous tower first attracts the eye — reminiscent of a rocket awaiting liftoff.

In the shadows of the rocket-like tower, an enormous mural occupies the entire front of the sanctuary, recessed within what appears to be a 1960s-era pavilion. Only when one’s eye focuses on an image of Jesus holding a cross, circled by the planets of our universe, does one’s mind register that this might be a church.

Uniquely interesting, the buildings housing the church hint at the composition of the membership, which includes many rocket scientists and engineers, employees and contractors of Huntsville’s NASA Marshall Space Flight Center and the U.S. Army.

Yet journeying to the moon and beyond was far beyond the imagination of the original members. Arriving in present-day northern Alabama in the early 19th century, the charter members of the church feared attacks from Cherokees and Chickasaws.

Founded in 1809 about six miles north of present-day downtown Huntsville near the West Fork of the Flint River, and soon named “Enon” (renamed First Baptist at the turn of the next century), the little frontier congregation slowly grew as more settlers filtered into the area.
From the untamed lands of northern Alabama, the unfolding story of the Enon church proved to be a reflection of the progressive journey of some Baptists in the South. Birthing at the beginning of the modern missions movement, Enon, comprised of white and black members, wrestled with the Baptist missions controversy of the 1820s and 1830s, eventually siding with missionary forces and earning the distinction as the oldest missionary Baptist congregation in the state.

In the 1840s, the congregation affiliated with the newly formed Southern Baptist Convention. During the Civil War, the church moved to the city of Huntsville and congregational records fell silent, the latter reflective of a large-scale shortage of Baptist church records during the war.

Struggling during Reconstruction and becoming a white-only congregation, women emerged as a pivotal force in mission support, church finances and an emerging temperance movement. Discipline practices during the second half of the 19th century mirrored a widespread decline in local church life throughout the South.

Huntsville entered the 20th century as a growing city in a re-emerging South, and First Baptist grew as the city blossomed. As the SBC consolidated denominational structures, First Baptist increasingly adopted convention-sponsored programs from Sunday school to Baptist Young People’s Union.

Surviving the Great Depression, the late 1940s and the 1950s witnessed congregational growth that paralleled the golden years of the SBC.

Following World War II, the U.S. Army chose Huntsville as a research and design facility for the newly emerging field of rocket science, and in the 1960s NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center led the city into a period of unparalleled growth.

Scientists and engineers from throughout the nation and world moved to Huntsville, and many joined the congregation. While many other city congregations struggled with cultural and societal changes that swept the South in the 1960s, FBC witnessed new building programs, membership growth and the emergence of a hands-on missions focus that hinted of an emerging post-denominational missions approach.

New challenges confronted the congregation in ensuing decades. As a fundamentalist controversy consumed Southern Baptist life in the 1980s, FBC became one of the earliest supporters of the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship and allowed members the freedom of conscience in supporting various Baptist organizations and endeavors.

While some historical Baptist congregations throughout the South fled downtown for the suburbs, First Baptist chose to remain in the heart of Huntsville and minister to the needs of the community. And while many established churches experienced decline as younger generations flocked to megachurches or forsook church altogether, First Baptist retooled itself to better reach students and young families in Huntsville.

In short, the story of the Huntsville’s First Baptist Church is both the story of Baptists in the South over the past two centuries as well as the story of the modern space age. Within the walls, faith and science coexist in harmony as members worship a God who both cares for the hungry child down the street and is Lord of the vastness of the universe. 

Editor’s note: In recognition of the congregation’s 200th anniversary, the Baptist History & Heritage Society (www.baptisthistory.org) will hold its annual meeting at First Baptist Church of Huntsville June 4-6. The meeting’s theme, “Events Shaping Baptist Heritage in America,” will correspond with the release of the congregation’s bicentennial history written by Bruce Gourley and titled, Leading for 200 Years: The Story of the First Baptist Church of Huntsville, Alabama.
Economic malaise is nothing new for persons who live in the nation’s poorest counties, where poverty is endemic and finding daily bread is a daily task. In several hard-hit areas, women and girls are learning to make money by making jewelry.

The Nada (Ney-da) community, near the Red River Gorge in eastern Kentucky’s Powell County, is rich in mountain scenery but poor in job opportunities. That’s why it, like the Mississippi River town of Helena-West Helena in Phillips County, Ark., is at the heart of a Cooperative Baptist Fellowship (CBF) rural poverty initiative.

CBF field personnel Ben and Leonora Newell in Helena-West Helena, like Paula Settle in Nada, seek to help poor residents become more self-sufficient through a variety of community development projects.

CBF’s “Together for Hope” poverty initiative targets the nation’s 20 poorest counties. The Newells’ assignment to Helena-West Helena was one of the first: as farms in the agricultural area became increasingly mechanized, jobs become so scarce that the county’s population fell sharply during the past 35 years, with Helena-West Helena alone dropping from 16,000 to 12,000 in the six years the Newells have been there.

They’ve had some success in meeting spiritual needs through providing activities for local youth who have few options for entertainment other than drugs, sex or trouble making, Newell said. And, they’ve seen community projects such as a downtown garden blossom into multiple gardens that assist more hungry residents.

But sustainability is key to making a long-term difference in people’s lives, according to Newell. That’s why they and other CBF field personnel have been exploring “Business as Mission,” encouraging persons who have economic expertise to assist poor residents in beginning a sustainable business.

That’s where jewelry making comes in. Wanda Kidd, former campus minister at Western Carolina University and now campus ministry consultant for CBF of North Carolina, had met the Newells through bringing student mission teams to Helena-West Helena. She took up jewelry making as a hobby in 2007, and quickly made far more earrings than she could wear. As other women admired her handcrafted creations, she saw a potential fund-raising opportunity.

Kidd sold handmade earrings before Valentine’s Day in 2008 and made enough money to donate $500 to Habitat for Humanity. When she talked with the Newells about making more as a fund-raiser for their ministry in Helena-West Helena, Ben Newell suggested a better idea: he asked Kidd to teach the craft to local girls so they could earn their own money. Kidd did so in May 2008, using seed money from her own sales to provide supplies and tools for the girls. In short order, the “Delta Jewels,” a group of 10 girls ranging from nine to 18, was born.

Kidd, who uses only real stones and sterling silver findings (the parts that touch the ear), said the girls were impressed with the quality of the materials, and noted “just because you’re poor doesn’t mean you don’t know beauty.”

With the assistance and encouragement of five adult mentors, the girls produced about 250 pair of earrings, each one carefully packaged with the maker’s signature. The earrings were offered for sale during the 2008 General Assembly in nearby Memphis, and quickly sold out.

The project offers the girls a chance to earn a livable wage while also giving back to the community or to others, Newell said. Earrings typically sell for $10 per pair. About half is used for the supplies and operating expenses. The girls are paid $5 per pair, and donate 10 percent of their earnings to a fund used to help others.

The concept worked so well that Kidd was soon asked to provide similar training in Nada, Ky., Brooklyn, N.Y., and Homestead, Fla.

In Nada, Kidd trained a group of teenagers and women brought together by CBF mission- ary Paula Settle. Taking a cue from the nearby Red River Gorge, the group adopted the moniker “GORGEous Gals.” Over the space of a few months, the group sold more than 1,000 pair of earrings, Settle said.

As in Helena-West Helena, social and spiritual components complement the project’s economic benefit. Each jewelry-making session begins with a devotional and prayer led by one of the adult mentors. “Not only are the teens and women loving the extra money, they are also enjoying being together and are learning good work habits,” Settle said.

The urban area of Homestead, Fla. doesn’t qualify as one of the 20 poorest counties, but the poverty is still real: 43 percent of children live below the national poverty level. CBF began “Open House Ministries” in the aftermath of Hurricane Andrew 16 years ago.

There, in a community consisting mostly of Hispanic immigrants, CBF missionary Wanda Ashworth is guiding a group of girls now making jewelry under the name “Tropical Treasures.”

Participants in all three programs learn important business skills while also being mentored in their emotional, social, and spiritual growth. Through their tithes, they’re also learning to help others: the Delta Jewels helped to finance Kidd’s first trip to train the girls in Homestead, while the GORGEous Gals contributed to a second visit. The women in Nada
also used some of their fund to buy $25 Kroger gift cards for 16 senior adult families in the community.

To be successful, the co-ops must have access to quality supplies at a reasonable price. As a personal ministry, Kidd started a non-profit called “Embracing Hope Designs.” She purchases materials in bulk to obtain lower prices and sells smaller lots to the co-ops, passing along the cost savings.

Ben Newell is anxious to see “Business as Ministry” expand. He’s working on plans for Kidd to travel to South Dakota and train workers on Indian reservations, where four of the nation’s poorest counties are found. Kidd has also been asked to train Hispanic women in colonies along the Texas/Mexico border, where other counties are located. When the General Assembly in Houston rolls around July 2-3, Newell hopes to have five co-ops selling products there and through other outlets.

To assist with sales and marketing for the various groups, Newell established a non-profit network called Open Hand Enterprises. Jewelry is sold primarily through church contacts maintained by CBF field personnel. It’s also sold through mission fairs, state CBF meetings, WMU meetings, and even through retail outlets in Little Rock, Ark., Memphis, Tenn., and Raleigh, N.C. Newell is hoping that others will assist in growing a larger network of sales outlets through consignment or straight sales options.

While the efforts thus far have proved successful, they’ve also helped to demonstrate just how complicated it can be for someone to emerge from poverty. People receiving Supplemental Security Income through government programs, for example, can earn only limited income before losing benefits. And, some of the neediest people in America are undocumented, and thus unable to earn income legally.

Providing a needed hand up can require sponsors to navigate a complex web of regulations in order to provide helpful ministries without violating legal restrictions.

Undaunted, the Newells and others are pressing on, not only with the Delta Jewels, but also a variety of other development projects.

Persons interested in supporting Open Hand Enterprises can contact Ben and Leonora Newell (870-995-3518, bnewell22@gmail.com) or CBF’s short term assignments and partnerships manager Chris Bolton (770-220-1607, cbolton@thefellowship.info).

The ministries provided through Together for Hope are supported by CBF’s Global Missions Offering. **BT**
‘Master builder for God’ remembered simply

Hundreds gathered beneath the pecan trees of the once highly controversial Koionia Farms near Americus, Ga., Feb. 4, to bury and honor Habitat for Humanity International founder Millard Fuller who died unexpectedly early the previous morning at age 74.

On an unusually cold morning in Southwest Georgia, well-bundled admirers of the man who gave away his personal wealth to invest his life in eliminating substandard housing sang impromptu hymns before an open red-clay grave as the family arrived.

Linda Fuller, who shared fully with her husband in the Christian enterprise now known worldwide, began the service by quietly placing a single rose and a hammer marked with a cross on top of the unvarnished pine-box casket.

Chris Fuller, Baptist campus minister at Mercer University and oldest of the four Fuller children, thanked those in attendance for their support of his family during their time of grief. Yet he added that his father had a unique way of making everyone feel like family.

“You are all his brothers and sisters,” said Chris.

He told how four decades earlier his father had led a burial service in that same setting for Bible scholar Clarence Jordan — his mentor, author of The Cotton Patch Gospels and founder of Koionia Partners that challenged the racial inequalities so prevalent in the rural South.

A second speaker, Judge George Peagler, called Millard a “master builder for God” and spoke of how his entrance into heaven might be the first gift he received without trying to give it away.

In addition to hymns of faith, the crowd sang “Happy Birthday” as one of Millard and Linda’s daughters had done spontaneously as a two-year-old at Jordan’s burial in 1969.

The service was not only similar to Jordan’s interment four decades earlier, but also uniquely reflective of Millard Fuller’s abundant life.

It was simple. The man who could make money so easily had long ago made a life-changing spiritual decision to “not store up treasures on earth.”

It was quick. The service was held the day after his death certificate was signed.

It was inclusive. The interracial crowd was reflective of Millard’s wide embrace. An African-American funeral home in Americus handled the limited arrangements.

For the first time in 74 years, perhaps, the energetic, visionary Christian was still. But his mission has been multiplied.

One hammer has been silenced. Thousands of others tap in his memory.

The family has requested that memorial gifts be made to the Fuller Center for Housing, 701 South Main St., Americus, GA 31709.
Tom Corts led Samford for 23 years

By Bob Allen
Associated Baptist Press

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Former Samford University President Tom Corts died unexpectedly Feb. 4 of an apparent heart attack. Corts, 67, was president emeritus at Samford, a Baptist-affiliated university in Birmingham, which he led from 1983 until his retirement in 2006. After that he served briefly as executive director of the International Association of Baptist Colleges and Universities.

He also served as interim chancellor of the Alabama College System in 2006 and 2007. He had recently returned home to Birmingham after serving the Bush administration as coordinator of basic education for all United States government assistance to the developing world, an appointment he accepted in 2007.

Corts’ 23 years at Samford’s helm were some of the brightest in the school’s history. During his tenure Samford’s endowment grew from $8 million to $258 million. Thirty new buildings were constructed on campus, and Corts signed and presented more than 17,000 diplomas.

“There is no way to measure the impact of Tom Corts’ life and ministry on this university and the thousands of lives whom he touched,” said a statement from Samford President Andrew Westmoreland, who succeeded Corts at Samford in June 2006. “We have all lost a great friend.”

Corts was born in Terre Haute, Ind., the fifth of seven children in his family. He grew up in Ashtabula, Ohio, and graduated from Georgetown College in Kentucky in 1963. He went on to earn a master’s degree and doctorate from Indiana University.

Corts was president of Wingate College (now Wingate University) in North Carolina for nine years before becoming Samford’s 18th president.

He was a former president of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, an accrediting agency for 11 states spanning from Virginia to Texas, and a founding director of the Council for Higher Education Accreditation.

Corts was an ordained minister and a member of Birmingham’s Brookwood Baptist Church. He is survived by his wife of 44 years, Marla, and by three grown children and six grandchildren. BT
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**The Way of the Child: Helping Children Experience God**

A spiritual formation program for children from the [Companions in Christ] family of resources.

- Leader’s Guide (#9824 | $25.00)
- Resource Booklet (#9825 | $6.00)
- Family Booklet (#9839 | $5.00)
- Music CD (#9845 | $15.00)
- Training DVD (#9962 | $55.00)

To order, call 1.800.972.0433 or visit WayoftheChild.org.

Use order code WCINT309 to receive a 15% discount on any The Way of the Child order.
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**Even think you’re having a bad day?**

Register for our 5-week **online** course in Jeremiah and discover where your life and the life of “the weeping prophet” intersect. Engage in thought-provoking discussion on the 40-year ministry of the man called both “the prophet of judgment” and “the prophet of hope.”

**Course dates:** April 20–May 22, 2009

**Registration:** $125

(Scholarships are available to cover 50% of registration fees)

[www.btsr.edu/SCMJeremiah](http://www.btsr.edu/SCMJeremiah) 804.204.1205 888-339-2877 (TOLL FREE)
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ed Grisamore, a columnist for The Macon (Ga.) Telegraph and an active member of Macon’s First Baptist Church, has written a biography with that tired ol’ title (just kidding): Once You Step in Elephant Manure, You’re in the Circus Forever.

It is subtitled, The Life and Sometimes of Durwood “Mr. Doubletalk” Fincher — a colorful character previously unfamiliar to me despite a good bit of fame.

Fincher was raised in Macon’s cotton mill village, Payne City. A chunky boy with a creative mind and loving mother, he took to entertaining others rather than athletic prowess.

He was nurtured in faith at nearby Bellevue Baptist Church where he kept a perfect Sunday school attendance record going for many years.

Breaking out of the mill cycle, Durwood went to college and then became a teacher in Columbus, Ga. With his affable personality, he recruited students into drama who otherwise would have not done so.

There he encountered Eloise Hope who was often called on to entertain corporate guests at nearby Callaway Gardens with her “doubletalk.” It became Durwood’s path to the brighter spotlight.

“I never really practiced it, and I could never teach it to anybody,” Eloise said in the book. “I really considered it a God-given talent.”

By definition, doubletalk is “speech that is purposely incoherent but made to seem serious by mixing in normal words and intonations.”

Though it could not be taught, Fincher mastered doubletalk through observation and lots of practice.

His incoherent speech has befuddled IBM executives, television stars and even an Atlanta cop writing him a traffic citation.

Fincher and prankster John Smoltz (now of the Boston Red Sox) brought him in to “interview” some of his Atlanta Braves teammates, coaches and announcers.

In corporate settings, Fincher is introduced as “Dr. Robert Payne,” an expert on whatever subject the group is addressing. The fake identity is a tribute to his home in Payne City. At other times he takes on whatever identity works best to fool the next victim of his humor.

The late Allen Funt of Candid Camera tagged him as “Mr. Doubletalk.” Durwood has appeared on numerous television shows with the likes of host Regis Philbin, NBC weatherman Al Roker and letter-turner Vanna White trying to decipher his rambling questions.

The most pleasing part of the book is the generosity of Durwood Fincher. He gives freely of his wealth and invests personal time with those in need.

He has close, personal relationships with persons living well below his high-rise Atlanta condo. These are moving stories of a man who cares deeply about others.

Obviously, this is one “lint-head” who has never forgotten his roots.

After moving to Atlanta many years ago, Fincher became active in Peachtree Presbyterian Church through a friendship with the daughter of then-pastor Frank Harrington. But he explains the denominational switch differently.

“Never in a million years did I think I would switch parties,” he explained. “Of course, people laugh when I tell them I used to be Baptist, but came into some money so now I’m Presbyterian.”

Most importantly, he is a generous Christian who considers writing a check (in pencil, his regular pew-mate says) and placing it in the offering plate to be an important part of his weekly worship experience. She laughs about the Sunday when he forgot his checkbook and instead dropped a note in the plate that read: “See me next Sunday.”

A DVD is tucked inside the back of the book. It is the rightful place. I’d suggest reading the story as told by Ed — then popping in the disk to see Durwood at work.

For more, visit doubletalk.com … and watch your step. BT
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Christ-Centered  Bible-Based  Ministry-Focused
A new Gallup Poll, based on more than 350,000 interviews, finds that the Magnolia State is the one where the most people — 85 percent — say yes when asked “Is religion an important part of your daily life?”

Less than half of Vermonters, meanwhile — 42 percent — answered that same question in the affirmative.

Joining Mississippi in the top “most religious” states are other notches in the Bible Belt: Alabama (82 percent), South Carolina (80 percent), Tennessee (79 percent), Louisiana (78 percent), and Arkansas (78 percent).

New England predominates in the top “least religious” states: Following Vermont are New Hampshire (46 percent), Maine (48 percent), Massachusetts (48 percent), Alaska (51 percent) and Washington (52 percent).

“Clearly, states in the South in particular, but also some states in the Southwest and Rocky Mountains ... have very religious residents and New England states in particular, coupled with states like Alaska and others, are irreligious,” said Frank Newport, editor-in-chief of The Gallup Poll.

The reasons why, however, are far less clear, observers said.

For example, some might attribute the religiosity of Mississippi to the high percentage of African-Americans — long known for being comparatively highly religious — who live there.
“Mississippi is still No. 1, even if we look only at whites,” said Newport. “Whites in Mississippi are also very religious.”

Overall, Gallup researchers found that 65 percent of all Americans said religion was important in their daily lives. The total sample of 355,334 U.S. adults, including respondents with land-line telephones and cellular phones, had a margin of error of plus or minus 1 percentage point. Some states had margins of error as high as plus or minus 4 percentage points.

Newport was surprised that one state — Utah — did not make the “most religious” list, given the state’s large Mormon population.

“They apparently have two kinds of people in the state,” he said. “They have the very religious and devout Mormon population, but it also looks like they have a lot of nonreligious people.”

Mark Silk, director of the Greenberg Center for the Study of Religion in Public Life, said Gallup’s findings reflect research conclusions from the upcoming American Religious Identification Survey, which he is working on with other scholars.

“New England is now slightly ahead of the Pacific Northwest in terms of the high rate of unchurched people,” said Silk, co-author of One Nation, Divisible: How Regional Religious Differences Shape American Politics.

Although evangelicalism may be making some inroads in Western states such as Washington and Oregon, he attributes the predominance of New England states in the “least religious” category to other demographic trends in the Northeast.

“What we are finding ... is a considerable drop in New England in the Catholic population,” said Silk, whose center is based in Hartford, Conn.

And it’s a matter of them moving away from the church, he said, not the region. “Catholics are holding their own nationwide because of Latino immigration but, relatively speaking, there’s little of that in New England.”

Silk suspects some Catholics have left the church because of the Catholic sex abuse scandal that first erupted in Boston, which “kind of pushed some sort of relatively loose affiliation Catholics over the edge.”

For his part, Newport said Catholics overall no longer are more religious than the average American — when it comes to stating the importance of religion or in attending church services — but it’s hard to specify exactly why New England states figure so prominently in the “least religious” states.

“They’re about average and that’s a change,” he said. “It used to be you’d find Catholics significantly higher. ... I don’t know to what degree that would affect what’s going on in New England.”
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